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Cooking App

EAT TO
THE WILD

Cooking App in support of the longterm brand strategy of Paddle Bandit
- a small tour operator, offering guided
canoeing, hiking, and skiing tours in
Jasper National Park, Alberta, CA.

Proven recipes
to cook over an
open fire or on
a camp stove
when you’re
sleeping under
the stars

Evgeni Nikolov

Cooking Apps

BENCHMARK
ANALYSIS

BigOven

1
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what it is
A cooking app that gives access to a library of
350,000 recipes. Gives the ability to add snapshots of your own recipes, the option to make
a grocery list in the app based on recipes you’d
like to create, and help to make your meal planning a lot easier with the weekly organizer. The
app also adds a social feature, allowing you to
check out what your friends, family, and favorite
bloggers are making. It offers seasonal collections right from the home screen for inspiration.

who uses it
Those who love cooking.
Cooks, housekeepers,
businesses, bloggers,
individuals.
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why do they use it
•

Skilled in cooking can find ideas for
their next meal, and inexperienced
can prepare food by following the
instructions.

•

It’s fast and easy way to find a recipe. It’s always at hand.

•

The user can share his own recipe
with BigOven’s community and
rate and comment the meals of the
members.

•

To promote their own content or
service.
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information architecture
Structure:
- 4 main categories on the home page - Recent Raves, Comfort Food, Winter Recipes, Winter Soups (seasonal
content). Each day there’s a Recipe of the day
- List of most recently uploaded recipes by users on the home page
Hierarchy of the content:
- seasonal and most recent content is on the top
- Only the Recipe of the day is highlighted
Labeling:
- good clarity
- equality of all recipes labels
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visual design
Typography:
Basic sans serif font. Clean and
easy to read.
Colours:
1 dominant colour - “tomato
red“. Slightly feminine colour
theme.
Composition:
•
Big images for the categories and recipes on the
home page.
•

Two column list of results
for more content in the
visual zone.

•

Intuitive icon set for the
functions and options
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usability
Search and filtering:
- by category - click to see all of the
folder’s content
- by keyword - typing in the search
bar
- by origin - see all recipes of a user
by clicking on his name
Effectiveness:
- Easy to orientate. Fast browsing
over the content with scrolling.
Utility:
- Comfortable and easy to use. Feels
light and simple organized.

+

overal
Food gallery type presentation. Big imagery dominates the visual design
and the interface is simple and flat which helps to aim the attention to the
food.
The focus on the home page is on the seasonal recipes (winter meals at
the moment), which will be replaced by relevant content in the spring. This
narrow the content at the first touchpoint of the app and the user is not
overwhelmed by information. Finding a specific, not current recipe is possible through the searching options.

-

•

The preparation method
isn’t included in app’s
database but is called
from its original place the source of the recipe.
Thus the user should wait
to load the content and
the app is dependable
from outsourcing data.

•

Under Nutrition Tab is
available only the Calories information in the
free version.

•

All saved recipes in My
recipes folder are available only if the device is
online.

Very nice Features:
•
Grocery list - add ingredients in a list and go shopping.
•

Meal planner - add the recipes you’d like onto a calendar and plan your
weekly menu.

•

Option to change the number of the Servings. The app recalculates all
measurements in real time.

Yummly
1

what it is

2

who uses it

3

why do they use it

Yummly’s greatest strength lies with its search engine. It
provides hundreds of recipes, videos, and articles from
different sources. The user can tailor searches to fit his specific needs and lifestyle. The app will come to learn what
you like and don’t like over time and begin recommending
recipes more suited for your individual taste. There’s option
to save recipes or add the needed ingredients to an in-app
shopping list. Yummly has Instacart built-in, allowing you
to use that shopping list to shop on Instacart, then order
those items, and, depending on where you live, have them
delivered within the hour.

Those who love cooking. Cooks, housekeepers,
businesses, bloggers, individuals.

•

Skilled in cooking can find ideas for their next meal,
and inexperienced can prepare food by following the
instructions.

•

It’s fast and easy way to find a recipe. It’s always at
hand.

•

To share his own recipe with Yummly’s community
and rate and comment the meals of the members.

•

To promote their own content or service.

4

information
architecture
Structure:
- The app offers not just recipes, but tips, and articles as New Recommendations in a form of long
list on the home page.
- The results are labeled by categories - Trending
Recipe, Weeknight Dinner Idea, Popular, Popular
In Your Area etc.
Hierarchy of the content:
- most recent content is on the top
- no highlighted content
Labeling:
- good clarity
- equality of all recipes labels
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visual design
Typography:
- Elegant sans serif font. Clean and easy to read.
Colours:
Orange and olive green theme.
Composition:
•
The home screen is simple and uncluttered,
dedicating most of the screen real estate to a
single appetizing food photo. Thus the user is
being able to appreciate one beautiful image
at a time which is is more engaging than a
screen filled with tiny thumbnail photos.
•

Single image with full on the results page
after searching.

•

Intuitive icon set for the functions and options
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usability
Search and filtering:
- by key word - typing in the search bar
- by similarity - see all recipes from the same
category - LOW SODIUM, SUGAR FREE,
LOW SUGAR, QUICK, EASY etc.
Effectiveness:
- Easy to orientate. Fast browsing over the
content with scrolling.
Utility:
- Comfortable and easy to use. Feels light
and simple organized.
- by Viewing Directions Yummly redirects to
the source of a recipe and it looks like you
leaving the app.

+

overal
The content is the star!
Food gallery type presentation. Big imagery
dominates the visual design and the interface is
simple and flat which helps to aim the attention
to the food.
The focus on the home page is on the most
recent content and the user is not overwhelmed
by information. Finding a specific, not current
recipe, is possible through the searching options.
Yummly allows users to browse recipes freely,
but in order to save recipes, use the shopping
list and get personalized recommendations I
had to sign in with either Facebook or Google.
All saved recipes are sorted in folders as Drinks,
Sides, Breakfast, Desserts, Dinners
Very nice Features:
•
Grocery list - add ingredients in a list and go
shopping.
•

Option to change the number of the
Servings. The app recalculates all measurements in real time.

•

The app “remembers“ the user preferenced
recipes and offers more from this type really useful for people with food allergy, on
a diet or just with a specific taste.

•

The user has an access not only to recipes,
but also video tips and culinary articles
from blogs and magazines.

-

•

The preparation method isn’t included in app’s database but is called
from its original place - the source of the recipe. Thus the user should
wait to load the content and the app is dependable from outsourcing
data.

•

All saved recipes in My recipes folder are available only if the device is
online.
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PACT
ANALYSIS
People
Activities
Context
Technologies

people
physical
• Age 25+
• Active in life and sports
• Practicing all sort of outdoor activities
• Travelers and adventurers
• Nature-lovers

psychological
• Interested in healthy living - balanced diet, regular
exercise, positive thinking
• Environmental and social awareness
• Optimistic and friendly

usage
• Broad audience
• Beginners, intermediate or experts in technology

activities
purpose

The users search
online for a recipe
in the app’s
database to plan
their outback menu
and save it on the
device drive. They
can open the saved
recipe anytime
offline or even
without access to a
mobile network.

frequency
• Weekly, monthly, occasionally
• Peak time - during vacation

cooperation
• Alone

complexity
• Well defined, easy to use

nature of content
• Text and Images

safety/errors
• Not critical

context

environmental
The app will be used:
• Indoor - in the planning phase when the
user searches and browse for a recipe
and when shopping ingredients
• Outdoor - in all weather conditions warm, cold, day, night, rain, dirt, snow
etc. when the user access the saved
content
• With or without internet and mobile
network access

social
• Private use

organizational
• Personal use
• Use in group, with friends or family

technologies

input

output

• Touch

• Display

• The application can runs online and locally, not on
the web

• Type

• Sound

• Voice

• The saved recipes are stored on the device drive
• Option for sharing content in public (upload recipe)
• At the end of each session, the app makes a backup
of the user’s profile and saved content on the server
to be called any time after (in case of lost or damaged
device)

communicate
• Networks/Offline
• One-to-one/One-to-Many/
Many-to-Many
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PROJECT
STATEMENT

The problem
If you’re a backpacker and outdoor adventurer it’s
discouraging to eat freeze dried meals day in and
day out. It’s fun and healthy to cook a real food while
you’re on a trip. There’s a lot of cooking apps to help
with ideas for the next meal but they are useless
in the backcountry where there’s no Internet and
even no network. Besides, all of the food and the
cookware should be carried by hand all the way and
this makes the common cooking inapplicable into
the wild.
The purpose
The app will help the adventurers to prepare real
food during their trips, selecting appropriate recipes
for open fire cooking so they can boil, simmer, pan
fry, and even bake on the trail. The app will offer a
compilation of dishes tested in the backcountry.
Each user will be able to prepare epic meals at
awesome places.

Differentiator
Cooking in the
backcountry
Solution
Open fire cooking
recipes specifically

Audience
Backpackers,
Outdoor
adventurers,
Fishermans, Hikers,
all who love outdoor
cooking
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MoSCoW
METHOD
Must
Should
Could
Would/Won’t have

The App

MUST

• Give an access to publisher’s database of
recipes for open fire cooking
• Give the option to save a recipe to the
devise’s drive
• Give the option to save a shopping list of
ingredients
• Give the option to save recipes in a trip menu
• Have the option for uploading the recipe to
the database from a user
• Give the option to add a comment to a recipe
• Give the option to rate a recipe

The App

SHOULD

• Be updated regularly with
new recipes
• Give the option to add
a location of where a
user’s recipe was cooked
(Alberta, CA; Texas, US etc.)

The App

COULD

• Give the option to filtering
the content by different
criteria - summer or
winter recipes, continent
or country of origin,
vegetarian or meat recipes
• Provide a recipe nutrition
facts

The App

WON’T

• Notify the user for the next
meal of the day, saved as
part of a menu, in order
to preserve the device’s
battery life.
• Give coupons or discounts
for shopping. Will be
added in a future release in
partnership with a retailer.

online
WELCOME PAGE

offline

LOG IN WITH
FACEBOOK

offline

EMAIL
REGISTRATION

SIGN UP

HOME PAGE

TRIP MENU

GOCERY LIST

ALL MENUS

ALL LISTS

SEARCH

CURRENT RECIPES

RECIPE

MY RECIPES

FAVOURITE RECIPES

ADDED RECIPES

ADD NEW RECIPE

LIST

LIST

PHOTO
INGREDIENTS
PREPARATION

RECIPE

RECIPE

PHOTO
INGREDIENTS
PREPARATION

INGREDIENTS LIST
CALENDAR

VIEW

SEND

LIST
ADD TO MENU

cdÔ

ADD TO FAVOURITE

SAVE
MENU

ADD TO MENU

ADD TO MENU
PUBLISH

RECIPE
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SCENARIO
1

James (41) is an active man who
takes short trips with his family almost
every weekend and long holiday
adventurous vacation.
He uses the Eat to the Wild application
to get ideas for camping recipes and to
make a daily plan for his family’s menu
during their backpack trips.
James uses the app specifically to
find open fire cooking meals because
he knows that there he can find this
type of recipes and wouldn’t be
overwhelmed with irrelevant content.

PLANNING STAGE

scroll
click

Network access

Interaction
preview:

http://graphicaller.com/eat/video/mainnav.mp4

When starts the App for the first time, James visits
it’s landing page, where he have to register by
entering his username, e-mail, and password or
using his Facebook profile.

As a registered user James is transferred to the home page
where he can search for a recipe by keyword but he decides to
visit a specific meal from the current listings by clicking a recipe.

Interaction
preview:

http://graphicaller.com/eat/
video/recipeswipe.mp4

He sees the ingredients, the preparation
method, comments and rating.

James likes the recipe and decides to
save it to FAVOURITE RECIPES menu
and it’s copied to his phone drive.

Interaction
preview:

http://graphicaller.com/eat/video/
addchoise.mp4

Then he adds the ingredients into a
shopping list to buy the products later in
the grocery store.

At the grocery shop, John clicks on
the products he buys to mark them as
checked (strikethrough).

Later he adds the recipe to a TRIP MENU section, choosing a
certain date and meal type - breakfast, lunch or dinner.
Thus the planning stage of the App function is complete.

COOKING STAGE
Offline

James is on his trip into the
wild. No internet and network
are available at his location but
he can load the application
and reach the TRIP MENU
section.

He chose a date (June 10) and a meal.

The recipe appears and James
starts cooking by following the
preparation method steps.
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SCENARIO
2

Adam (36) loves sports and
fishing. He makes a BBQ and
invites his friends to watch the
game on the weekends. He
likes to cook for his friends while
fishing too and is very pleased
when received compliments for
the food.
He uses the Eat to the Wild
application to get ideas for BBQ
meals and to share his own
recipe with the community.

Adam has cooked one of his favorite recipes and while waiting for
his friends to come he decide to share it with the App’s community.

When he is done he confirms the
information and publishes the
recipe.

He scrolls to the MY
RECIPES menu and
clicks on ADD NEW
RECIPE button.

The recipe is saved to
UPLOADED section of
MY RECIPES menu.
He adds Title, Category, Servings,
Ingredients, Time, Preparation
method, and photo.

Thank
You!

